
 

 

REGULATION 

Reservation. 

The guest  can reserve throught telephone or mail. 

After that, the Guests   will receive the confirmation with all the information about the reservation and the 
rules of payments. 

To confirm the Guests  will make a earnets- money  of 30% of total amount. 

In case of cancellation , nothing will be given back if it happens in the last 15 days before the arrival, if 
before 30 days , the 50% is returned. 

The flat cannot be occupied befor 4:00 p.m.( day of arrival) ,  exept other agreement, and must be let free 
within 9:30 a.m. day of departure. 

The check in will be in our reception in Street Carso 1 . 

Once in the flat the Guests are invited to produce their documents to the Managment and steele the rent. 

The price are weekly and inclusive of light wather, gas , etra the final cleaning and the linen. 

In the price is not include the turist tax that for this season is  € 0,70 for each person for day from 12 years 
old, for maximum 10 days. 

The number of people allowed to the flat cannot be higher then the number of beds  , included the baby. 

The Guest must have care of all the forniture of the flat. Eventual damages must be immediately 
communicate to the Manegment. 

At the chek in The guests will pay € 200,00 as guarantee , that will be returned at the check out after 
control of everything is in order. 

Is is forbitten to throw sand or other encumbering objects into the exaust-pipes. 

It i salso forbitten to use wodden-shoes in the flat and in the staircase. The Guest are invited to not to make 
any troublesome noise. 

Quietness is requested from 2:00 p.m to 4:00 p.m. and from  10:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. 

If necessary   the Managment may ispect the flat. 

The Managment is not responsible for the loss  of any valuable object left in the flat. 

The Guest will  provide with their own bed linen and if they have children, with waterproof sheets.  If not 
the linen will be give after payment. 



No reimburse will be given in case of late arrival and advance departure 

On leaving,  the flat must be left in the same condition as it was on the day of arrival, such as extremly clean 
in all his parts. On the contrary the Guests will pay the amount of € 60,00 for two rooms , € 90,00 for three 
rooms l , and 100,00 for four rooms  flat . 

No animal is admitten into the flat, but only with permission. 


